Do The right thing challenge

Violence has affected my life because people on street get their stuff stolen by teens. Teens sometime get involve in violence because they want electronic they don’t have and just gotta have it. People on the street at night they assault other person at night when no one’s looking at them. Ganster are everywhere at anytime to beat up anyone to get what every expensive device they have. They just take it. Violence has affected many people’s lives are getting killed of violence. People don’t care about the law they don’t care about their lives some people are poor and turn to violence. One in Boston in Allston there was violence of people was getting assaulted by people on the street. They stole the owner key came in the apartments with weapons and assaulted them for a few devices. That made me feel sad because people did not care about their lives and did not know what they are doing wrong. Violence is verly dangerouse to get involve in violence then you would turn into a life of crimes and you probally get kill in jail. The causes of youth violence is that someone might get hurt so I ask what are fighting for and trying to prove. All gangsters are out on the street.